
Release Notes
RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 for C

Introduction
The RSA Authentication Agent Application Programming Interface (API) 8.5 for C enables developers to integrate RSA 
SecurID into custom or third-party applications. Use the RSA Authentication API 8.5 to integrate with Authentication 
Manager 8.x.

This document lists what’s new and changed in RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 for C, as well as workarounds 
(wherever application) for known issues. Read this document before installing the software. This document contains 
the following sections: 

• What's New in This Release

• Differences in User Experience With the 8.5 Authentication Agent Protocol

• Not Implemented in SDK 8.5

• Software Development Kit Contents

• Product Documentation

• Known Issues

• Support and Service

What's New in This Release
This section describes the major changes introduced in this release. For detailed information on each change, refer to 
the RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 for C Developer’s Guide.

IPv6 support. RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 supports IPv6. The IPv6 protocol supports a much larger set of 
unique IP addresses than IPv4 and will meet the demand of the ever-increasing number of new devices being 
connected to the internet.

Backward compatibility. RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 is compatible (in most cases) with Authentication Agent 
integrations using previous SDK versions. The Authentication Agent can leverage the new 8.5 API and its features by 
overwriting the old API libraries with the new ones. RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 is not compatible with the UDP 
protocol, and is not, therefore, compatible with Authentication Manager 7.1 and 6.1, because they support only the 
UDP protocol. In order to maintain full backward compatibility, both API versions must be maintained, which allows the 
agent or SecurID administrator to select which protocol to use. Authentication Manager 8.x supports both TCP and 
UDP protocols. Refer to the RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 Developer’s Guide for information about integrating 
libraries from both SDK 8.1 and SDK 8.5. 

Improved cryptography. RSA Authentication SDK 8.5 leverages state-of-the-art cryptography for protecting 
communication between agent and server. RSA supports AES 256 in SDK 8.5, as compared with the RC5 128, which 
is supported in SDK 8.1 and before. 

The other aspect in the design is “cryptographic agility”. The server and agent negotiate supported (agent) and 
accepted (server) sets of ciphers in a “preference ordered” manner. This allows the agent and server to find the most 
secure algorithm supported by the agent and accepted by the server. 

New agent-server trust model. The node secret can be used, but is no longer required.

New agent management. RSA Authentication SDK 8.5 uses the new Configuration Service available as of 
Authentication Manager 8.0. An agent record is no longer created for each IP address, instead RSA uses a logical 
Agent record in Authentication Manager 8.0 providing one record for each type of agent.

For new agents, a dynamically negotiated key is used for encrypting the authentication channel between agent and 
server. Node secret is used for generating an “agent credential” allowing the server to have some level of proof of the 
agent’s identity. The node secret is optional as it is not used for encrypting the channel. There is no “over-the-network” 
mechanism to set the agent’s secret key (or credential); it can only be set using the agent_nsload utility.
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Synchronous calls for asynchronous calls. In RSA Authentication SDK 8.5, all asynchronous calls from SDK 8.1 
are implemented as synchronous calls. No change is required to agent code because in most cases, the API call and 
the call back will continue to work as before. There are a few exceptions described in the RSA Authentication Agent 
API 8.5 for C Developer’s Guide. 

Round-robin load balancing. With round-robin load balancing, the authentication agent directs requests to each 
Authentication Manager server, as provided by DNS resolution, in sequence, with no assigned priority or preference. 
For each request, a connection attempt is made with the “next” server in the list. If the connection fails, the request 
goes to the next server, and so on, until it reaches the end of the list, at which point the request goes back to first server 
in the list (“round-robin” style). This process continues until either a server accepts a connection or the connection retry 
count is reached.

Differences in User Experience With the 8.5 Authentication Agent Protocol
The 8.5 Authentication Agent SDK is optimized for a single initialization (dynamic encryption key negotiation) per 
process (a web server, a Windows service, a UNIX daemon, for example), and then reusing that encrypted 
authientication channel for executing threads within that process. Implementations that create and initialize a separate 
process, or API session, for each authentication will incur a significant performance impact at the server and agent.

Client Response Delay
By default, the AM server enforces a minimum two-second delay before responding to authentication requests initiated 
by Authentication Agent versions 8.1 and prior versions. This is known as the "client response delay."  The AM server 
does not incorporate the client response delay for the TCP agents, so users are likely to notice a quicker response to 
their authentication attempts.

Not Implemented in SDK 8.5
The following calls are NO-OP calls, which if present in the existing code, calls will always return the success code:

• AceRefreshIP

• AceDisableNodeSecretCache

• AceGetDAAuthData

• AceGetDAuthenticationStatus

• AceSetLoginPW

• AceGetLoginPW

• SD_Lock

• AceLock

Software Development Kit Contents
When you download and extract the SDK (.zip or.tar file), the SDK creates the directory structure outlined in the 
following table.

Directory Contents

\doc Contains the RSA Authentication Agent API 8.5 for C Developer's 
Guide in PDF format (auth_agent_API_C_dev_guide). This guide 
provides an overview of the RSA Authentication Agent API for C, and 
describes all the functions in detail.
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Product Documentation
The following documentation is in the Auth SDK in the \doc directory.

Known Issues
This section describes issues that remain unresolved in this release.

The non-windows samples in the kit require changes to the makefile

Tracking Number: AAC-537
Problem: The non-windows samples in the kit do not build without changes to the makefile.
Workaround: Update the makefile location. LIBDIR and LIBPATH in the makefile should point to the location where 
AuthSDK 8.5 dependent libraries/files (libaceclnt.so, libaceclnt_tcp.so, libxerces-c-3.1, sdmsg.cat) were placed.

If the properties file location specified in AceInitializeEx is incorrect, return codes show the location is not 
found

Tracking Number: AAC-579
Problem: When the AceInitializeEx API specifies the location of the rsa_api.properties file and the location is incorrect, 
then AceInitializeEx returns SD_FALSE. A subsequent call to SD_Init will return following return codes:

•     If shim library is used, then ACE_CFGFILE_NOT_FOUND

•     If shim library is not used, then ACE_INIT_NO_RESOURCE

Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

Cross-realm authentication does not work with the TCP protocol

Tracking Number: AAC-584
Problem: Cross-realm authentication does not successfully complete using the TCP protocol.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

If the RSA_LOG_FILE_LOC tag in the property file is invalid, logs do not generate

Tracking Number: AAC-599
Problem: When an invalid path in the property file is given for the log files using RSA_LOG_FILE_LOC, logs are not 
generated in any location.
Workaround: There is no workaround for this issue.

\inc Contains the header files required for integrating with the 
Authentication API.

\lib Includes the libraries required for each of the supported operating 
systems.

\samples Contains samples that illustrate the application of the API.

\src Contains files used to modify the Message Catalog for windows and 
non-windows.

\util Contains acestatus, acetest, and ns_load utility.

Directory Contents

Title Filename

Developer’s Guide \doc\auth_agent_API_C_dev_guide.pdf
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Error occurs when over 1000 authentications are attempted concurrently on a single instance

Tracking Number: AAC-611
Problem: Some authentications do not succeed when too many authentications are attempted concurrently.
Workaround: 

1. Add a replica instance.

OR

1. Login to the AM server using SSH and locate /opt/rsa/am/server/config/.

2. Increase the max-open-sock-count property value to 2000 for biztier in the config.xml file.

3. Restart the processes with /opt/rsa/am/server/rsaserv restart all.

The acestatus utility does not display accurate Server Release information

Tracking Number: AAC-630
Problem: The acestatus utility does not accurately display the Server Release information because Patch and Hotfix 
information is not displayed.
Workaround: To see accurate server version information, in the Authentication Manager Security Console, go to the 
Software Version Information page.

Error returned on Windows machine for rsa_api.properties file configured with only drive location for certain 
keys

Tracking Number: AAC-643
Problem: In the rsa_api.properties file, if you configure keys (for example, SDNDSCRT_LOC and 
RSA_CONFIG_DATA_LOC) with only the drive location (for example, c:), the system returns an error indicating that 
the drive does not exist. 
Workaround: In the rsa_api.properties file, specify the entire directory path (for example, 
C:\WINDOWS\system32\securid for SDNDSCRT_LOC and c:\user_directory for RSA_CONFIG_DATA_LOC) rather 
than just the drive location. 

SDK message key on machine with daylight saving time expires one hour before configured time

Tracking Number: AAC-657
Problem: When SDK is deployed on a machine with a time zone that has daylight saving time (DST), the message key 
in SDK that is used to encrypt and decrypt AuthRequest and AuthResponse expires before the configured expiration 
time in Authentication Manager. The expiration time depends on the daylight savings for that particular time zone. For 
example, if the default message key expiration time is eight hours and the machine is in the central daylight time (CDT) 
time zone (which has one-hour daylight savings), then the key expires in seven hours, instead of eight hours. This 
issue occurs when DST is active on the machine. This issue does not cause authentication failures.
Workaround: The administrator should not configure the key expiration time in Authentication Manager to be less than 
the daylight saving time of the SDK machine. The default value of key expiration is eight hours.

Connection timeout value for config service is set to 10 secs, even when client has config.xml

Tracking Number: AAC-680
Problem: The SDK for the initial config request sets the connection timeout value to 10 secs, regardless of the 
connection timeout setting in config.xml.
Workaround: No workaround is available for this issue.
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Support and Service

Copyright © 2014 EMC Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Published in the USA.

Trademarks
RSA, the RSA Logo and EMC are either registered trademarks or trademarks of EMC Corporation in the United States 
and/or other countries. All other trademarks used herein are the property of their respective owners. For a list of EMC 
trademarks, go to www.emc.com/legal/emc-corporation-trademarks.htm#rsa.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information http://www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm

RSA Ready Partner Solution Gallery https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/rsa
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